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•
THE MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
March 23,1995
•
•
The Regents of the University ofNew Mexico held a special meeting on Thursday, March
23, 1995, at 9:30 a.m. in the Roberts Room of Scholes I-IaiL A copy of the public notice of
the meeting is on file in the Office of the President.
Regents Present:
Arthur D. Melendres, President
Penny Taylor Rembe, Vice President
Barbara G. Brazil, Secretary/Treasurer
J.E. (Gene) Gallegos
Mary A. Tang*
Eric A. Thomas*
*Regents Tang and Thomas were not able to vote at the meeting because the governor had
not yet issued formal letters of appointment.
Regents Absent:
Siegfried S. Hecker
Also Present:
Advisors to the Regents
Cici Aragon, President, Graduate and Professional Students Association
Don Burge, President, Staff Council
Harry Llull, President, Faculty Senate
Alberto Solis, Vice President, Associated Students ofUNM
,
Marty Wilson, President, Alumni Association
University President Richard E. Peck
Members of the Administration, the media and others
Absent:
Wayne Davenport, President, UNM Foundation
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*******
•EXECUTIVE SESSION -- THREATENED LITIGATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 10-15-1-H.(7),
NMSA, 1978
The University of New Mexico Board of Regents met in executive session at 9 a.m. to
discuss threatened litigation pursuant to Section 1O-15-1-H.(7). The Regents hereby attest
that the matter discussed in the closed session was limited only to the discussion of
threatened litigation as noticed.
*******
Regent President Arthur D. Melendres called the meeting to order at 9:45 a.m.
*******
ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA
Regent J.E. (Gene) Gallegos moved to amend the agenda to provide that there be a new Item
V--Report ofUniversity President Richard E. Peck--and the current Item V--Public Input--be
changed so that public input be given at the same time each agenda item is being addressed. •
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
Regent Gallegos moved for a recess. Regent Rembe seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
l
A recess was taken due to a disturbance caused by students who wanted to give public input
at the beginning of the meeting. Regent President Melendres explained that because
Investigator Nick Alarid had to leave the meeting iIi order to board a plane, the Regents, in
order to accommodate Mr. Alarid's schedule, would hear his report before any public input
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was taken at the meeting.
REPORT OF INVESTIGATOR NICK ALARID
Mr. Nick Alarid was charged to review University ofNew Mexico police reports involving
two incidents and to review the investigative policy and practices within the University
Police Department to determine ifproper policies and procedures were followed.
Mr. Alarid said he found that the UNM Police Department did not violate any written
policies since there is no written policy pertaining tp criminal investigations; however, the
Police did violate standard police practices in investigating both cases.
In one ofthe cases involving two student athletes and a non-athlete student, Mr. Alarid found
that UNM Police handled the case differently from standard practices in that there was "a
deal" to make restitution on a felony case. He said no one within the UNM administration,
Athletic Department or Booster's Club had anything to do with the deal-making for
restitution. With regard to the other case involving a student athlete, Mr. Alarid said UNM
Police followed standard practice.
Mr. Alarid said the UNM Police Department should adopt policies and procedures involving
crimes, both felony and misdemeanor, for all students, staff and faculty. Mr. Alarid
presented a list of 11 recommendations he believes will be beneficial to the UNM Police
Department. He pointed out one ofthe problems was in the record-keeping. Currently, there
is no way to track a case. The lack of security for the records caused it to appear that there
was a cover-up of one of the incidents. The problem was that the investigating officer
removed the original report from the file and did not let anyone know that he had it in his
desk. When a request for information came into the police department regarding this
incident, no file could be found. There was no cover-up, it was just sloppy investigation
work and sloppy record-keeping, according to Mr. Alarid.
Regent President recommended that the Board of Regents formally accept Mr. Alarid's
Report and ask the administration to present a status report at the next Regents' meeting on
which of the recommendations can be implemented or the reasons if they cannot be, and a
timetable for doing that.
In response to an inquiry by Regent Gallegos, University President Richard E. Peck said the
University has implemented several of the recommendations already and is looking at an
alternative solution to one ofthe recommendations. He thanked Mr. Alarid for doing a good
job in detailing the specific things the UNM Police Department needs to do to be more
3
efficient.
Regent Gallegos moved to receive Mr. Alarid's Report. Regent Rembe seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of Mr. Alarid's Report is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A.
*******
Regent President Melendres introduced and welcomed the two new Regents, Mary Tang and
Eric Thomas. He said the Governor is submitting their names formally to the Secretary of
State, which will result in their nomination being formalized and will allow them to be sworn
in at the next Board meeting.
1995-96 BUDGET ISSUES
•
Regent Gallegos said that on Monday, March 20, 1995, the Finance and Facilities Committee
met in joint session with the Academic Affairs Committee to hear the University •
administration's recommendations regarding employee compensation and tuition and fee rate
increases for 1995-96.
Vice President David L. Mc Kinney said the Finance and Facilities Committee recommended
increasing employee compensation an average of 3%, effective July 1, 1995. Regarding
tuition and fees, the Finance and Facilities Committee is recommending an increase in
undergraduate resident, full-time tuition and fee rates of6% for the academic year ($112.80);
increase undergraduate nonresident, as well as graduate resident and nonresident, full-time
tuition and fee rates by the same percent; increase resident and nonresident Law School
tuition and fee rates by 10%, with the additional revenue being committed to the Law School;
and increase School ofMedicine tuition 10%, in accordance with the tuition revenue credit
taken by the Legislature. In the Legislative appropriation, the Legislature assumed no
change in tuition and fee rates for the branch campuses, whereas they built in the 3% increase
in tuition for the main campus. UNM Gallup and UNM Los Alamos are not requesting an
increase in either resident or nonresident rates; UNM Valencia is requesting a 3.6% increase
in their resident rates and 4.3% in their nonresident rates; and the Taos Education Center in
requesting a 4.8% increase in resident rates and 3.8% in nonresident rates.
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Regent Gallegos wanted to clarify that when the Legislature formulates the budget for the
University, it assumes a certain amount of increase for tuition; therefore the University has
to increase it by at least that amount. This year, the Legislature has already built in a 3%
assumed increase.
Public Input on Tuition and Fee Rates
The following University students spoke against the 6% tuition and fees increase: Bob Estes,
Leslie Mansfield (Cici Aragon spoke on behalf of Ms. Mansfield, who left to attend class),
Josette Griffiths, Lindsay Day, Alex Gonzales, Mary Ann Romero, Raul Candelaria, Rosa
Isela Cervantes, Dave Pace, Paula Garcia, Lilly Irvin, Joe Leavengoorl,'AhlyCollins,
Geoffrey Barrett, Miguel Santistevan, Loretta Trujillo, Neri Holguin, Rachel Lazar,'-.Ronan
Murphy, Andie Miller, Alberto Solis and Cici Aragon..
The majority of students speaking proposed that the Regents: (1) table the motion for a
tuition and fee increase, (2) hold a town meeting for student input, and (3) rollback tuition
6%.
Kimball Smith, a UNM Medical Student, presented a petition from first, second and third and
fourth-year School ofMedicine students, supporting the tuition increase. He said the medical
students also propose that the Regents consider funding for mandatory student health
insurance for the School ofMedicine and graduate students. Mr. Smith said he supports the
tuition increase because he wants UNM to be a quality institution.
*******
Ms. Julie Weaks, Budget Director, presented a summary of the general fund appropriations
for the University from the State for fiscal year 1995-96. After the gubernatorial vetoes,
amounting to approximately $2.5 million, the increase in appropriations for the entire
University, including all of its components--Main Campus, Health Sciences, Branch
Campuses and Special Projects--is $7.5 million (approximately a 4.3% increase). Ms. Weaks
pointed out that the number one priority of the University was its attempt to begin a Doctor
of Pharmacy (Pharm D Program) in the College of Pharmacy. The University identified a
need of $550,000 for the program, and eventually in the Legislative process received
$300,000. That funding was line item vetoed by the governor.
Vice President Mc Kinney summarized the process of developing the internal budget and the
allocation for the Main Campus I&G which started in the summer of 1994. The process
includes the University Planning Council and its subcommittee consisting of faculty, staff
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and both graduate and undergraduate students. He said that the student participation
throughout the year has been very sporadic even though they have received all of the
information and have been invited to all of the meetings. The Finance and Facilities
Committee considered four options and heard the discussion ofthe various alternatives. The
Committee adjusted the tuition and fee from the recommended 5.4% to 6% (from $102 to
$112.80) to address some specific problems that the Committee felt needed to be addressed.
In the face of declining student fee revenue, the Student Fee Advisory Board recommended
that the student fees be increased by $1.00 per credit hour or $24.00 for a full-time student
with the increase earmarked for Student Health Services. The administration is
recommending $18.00 or $.75 per credit hour as being adequate to address the problems of
student health. The University will again be allocating additional funds from the carry-
forward balance into the Access Grant to offset the effects of the tuition increase on the
neediest students.
The University proposed to the Finance and Facilities Committee using some of the tuition
and fee increase as a facilities fee to address three capital building needs on the campus:
•
• The general classroom building--The process for getting buildings approved is a very
time-consuming effort. This building has been funded by the taxpayers for a portion
of the cost; however during the five years it has taken to get the building approved,
costs have increased dramatically. If the University stays at the cost of the General
Obligation Bond fund, this building would be reduced by about 25% in size. The
administration felt this was a high priority need and it needed to make up the
difference to keep the building at the original size.
•
• The completion ofJohnson Center--The University has been trying to complete this
building for many years and address the needs of students, faculty and staff. This
adds about 18,000 square feet to the facility. It is a highly-used facility by the campus
community and the cost of that will be about $4 million.
• With the construction of the new bookstore, prime space is available at the old
bookstore inside the campus. The University wants to convert the space to academic
needs as soon as possible and at a cost of about $2.4 million.
Vice President Mc Kinney said that out of the internal budget planning process, nearly $8
million of needs were identified by departments for program improvements. Regent
Gallegos said the administration presented a 5.4% tuition and fee increase to the Finance and
Facilities Committee. He explained the administration at the School of Law asked that the
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increase be 10% if the difference between the regular increase of6% and 10% be returned
to the Law School for their needs. The Committee felt campus security was a high priority
and recommended increasing the administration's recommendation of$89,000 to $100,000.
The Committee also believed it was necessary to restore funding vetoed by the governor for
the Pharm.D. program in order to avoid loss of accreditation. Regent Gallegos said the
Finance and Facilities Committee, faced with those kinds of needs and priorities, was
responsible for increasing the recommendation for tuition and fees from 5.4% to 6%.
Responding to an inquiry by Regent President Melendres, Vice President Mc Kinney
explained that the Legislature has built 3% into their assumption of funding this institution
and if UNM does not raise tuition 3%, then it will not be staying even with what the
Legislature assumed. In answer to an inquiry by Regent President Melendres, Vice President
Mc Kinney said that a 1% increase in tuition and fees yields approximately $438,000 for the
University.
*******
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The University is recommending a 3% compensation amount, which is the amount assumed
by the Legislature. Staff Council President Don Burge said the Staff Council has passed a
resolution proposing that the University allocate the 3% compensation increase as a flat
dollar amount to each staff member. The Staff Council believes the University has a moral
obligation to help those people with low salaries rather than just giving a flat percentage
increase across the board or even attempting a partial percentage across the board and some
for merit. Provost Coleman said that she respects the recommendation of the Staff Council,
but had a very grave reservation about doing a flat rate both for staff and faculty. She said
she is concerned that the University is asking the "middle-paid" people to shoulder the cost
ofthis flat dollar increase. The Provost pointed out that the biggest problem is not entry level
salaries, but rather with compression--when employees are here for long periods of time, the
institution simply cannot keep up. Vice President for Health Sciences Jane Henney agreed
with the statements made by Provost Coleman.
Responding to a question by Cici Aragon, Vice President Mc Kinney said that the University
has been studying how to provide health care coverage for graduate students. He said he
regrets that the institution does not have a solution yet, but will continue to pursue it.
Regent Gallegos moved that faculty be given a 3% average salary increase to be
awarded at the discretion of the Provost and Vice President for Health Sciences.
Regent Barbara G. Brazil seconded the motion.
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Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
Regent Gallegos moved that the money allocated for increases in compensation for staff
be allocated on a combination system; that is that 1.50/0 will be calculated at a set dollar
amount to help with the lower levels, and the other 1.5% of the compensation be
applied to the existing base and awarded at the discretion of the supervisor or the
administration. Regent Brazil seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
. ******![I'
Regent Gallegos moved adoption of the recommendation of the Finance and Facilities
Committee as to the budget and tuition increase. Regent Rembe seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
SELECTION OF ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES FOR TAOS EnUCAnON CENTER
The 80 acre project site is located south ofRanchos de Taos, along State Route 570 directly
south of the Taos Country Club. This project, the initial phase of development, includes
infrastructure (a new well and utility connections) roadways, parking, landscaping, a
constructed woodlands to recycle surface runoff and waste water, and 13,000 square feet of
academic, vocational and support facilities. The campus is planned ultimately support 3,000
students on a campus that reflects the architectural heritage ofthe region. The project budget
is $2,075,000 and is funded by State of New Mexico Severance Tax Bond proceeds and
General Fund surplus. Occupancy of this phase is scheduled for summer of 1996.
,
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Mr. Roger Lujan, Director of Facility Planning, said the recommendation is to commission
the firm of G.A. Embler Architects/TAG Associates Architects to provide architectural
services for the Taos Education Center new facility. This recommendation is based on a two
stage selection process, in accordance with State Procurement Regulations.
Regent Gallegos moved approval of the selection as cited by Mr. Lujan. Regent Brazil
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
ASSIGNMENT OF HANCOCK DIKEWOOD PROPERTY TO UNMTDC
For the past several years the University ha,s had an agreement with the City ofAlbuquerque
whereby the Albuquerque Business Innovation Center would operate an in~ubator facility
at the Research Park to assist new business start ups. In 1994, the New Mexico INC
organization, a new organization created in partnership by the State ofNew Mexico, private
industry, and the U.S. Department of Commerce began operating the incubator facility with
no formal agreement in place between that organization and the University. The University
received funds from the Federal Economic Development Administration torenovate the
facility, making it more useful as an incubator facility. The University is obligated to assure
that the facility is used for that purpose.
As the UNM Technology Development Corporation becomes more involved in
commercialization of intellectual property owned by the University, it is also concerned that
an incubator facility is available for new business ventures created by UNMTDC.
The University proposes to assign the Hancock Dikewood facility to the UNMTDC with the
stipulation that it be used as an incubator. The University would receive no ground lease
income from this assignment. UNMTDC would then enter into an agreement with NM INC
to operate the incubator facility. UNMTDC would receive no lease income other than
reimbursement for all direct expenses incurred in providing the facility. These arrangements,
thus allow the space to be made available at a very low cost to new business ventures which
cannot afford very costly space in the initial start up period. Since UNMTDC has vested
interest in the success of the incubator operation, it seems more appropriate for that entity to
have a direct relationship with the operator of the incubator facility.
9
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The EDA has deferred reimbursing the University for its share of the funding for the
renovation of the Hancock Dikewood building completed over a year ago until these
agreements are in place. They are also suggesting that their approval of the University's
application for EDA partial funding ofthe new microelectronics manufacturing research and
training facility at the Research Park co~ld be held up until this issue with the earlier project
is resolved.
Regent Gallegos moved apprqval of the proposed assignment of the Hancock Dikewood
property at the University Center Research Park to the UNMTDC with the removal of the
five-year extension options. Regent Rembe seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
REVISION OF INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT POLICY STATEMENT
•
The Investment Committee of the UNM Foundation, Inc. has been reviewing the Regents'
Investment Management Policy Statement with their investment advisor from William •
Mercer and Company. The essence ofthe original (amended) policy has not changed. Long-
term return objectives, quality standards and the complementary manager philosophy remain
unchanged. The single most significant proposed change restates the Asset Allocation Target
ranges, increasing the target allocation in equities to 60% (from 55%) and decreasing the
target allocation in fixed income and cash/cash equivalents from 45% to 40%. Given the
long-term objective ofCPI + 5% and the intent to distribute approximately 5% of the value
ofthe fund on an annual basis, this new target allocation range schedule is expected to meet
these objectives over the long-term. In addition, the Asset Allocation target provides for a
target allocation ofup to 10% ofthe total CIF to the international equity sector. International
equities now account for over 66% of the world's equity opportunities. By providing for a
specific allocation to this asset class, the policy will further diversity the CIF portfolio,
decreasing the risk of the overall portfolio with the opportunity to capture returns from this
increasing investment sector.
Regent Gallegos moved approval of the proposed revisions to the Regents' Investment
Management Policy Statement. Regent Brazil seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
10 •
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Motion carried.
*******
SURPLUS PROPERTY DISPOSAL -- LISTS DATED FEBRUARY 6 AND MARCH 14. 1995
Regent Gallegos said the Finance and Facilities Committee requested information regarding
relevant statutes that relate to the disposal and sale of surplus property. Vice President Me
Kinney will look into this and report back to the Committee.
Regent Gallegos moved approval to sell the University property identified on lists dated
February 6 and March 14, 1995. Regent Rembe seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the Surplus Property Disposal Lists are hereby made a part of these minutes as
Exhibit B .
*******
MURAL COALITION REOUESTS
Regent Brazil said the Student Affairs Committee discussed approaches to the requests by
the Mural Coalition regarding the murals at Zimmerman Library and recommends the
following proposals: (1) that a contextual plaque with historical reference be developed by
a special Task Force, which will determine the language to be used in the plaque. The Board
ofRegents will not be asked to approve the specific language. The Board is asked to approve
the concept of the contextual plaque being placed close to the existing Library murals; (2)
that, as part of the designation of a contextual plaque, the Task Force develop the following
items to encompass a broad educational effort regarding the Library Murals and the Murals
of the 30's in general--(a) an exhibit in the library that will explain the Library Murals and
related materials; (b) a symposia to focus on the Murals of the 30's work and related issues;
(c) a brochure explaining the Library Murals and other programs; and (d) develop other
educational programs in the future on these topics; (3) that the request for an additional mural
in the Library be referred to the Art in Public Places Committee to make the decisions on the
mural as per their charge. Funding for the mural will be identified by the Task Force, Mural
Coalition and the Art in Public Places Committee; and (4) that a Task Force, composed of
11
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a representative ofthe Library, Art and Art History Department, Director ofthe Art Museum
and three representatives of the Mural Coalition will be formed. The Mural Coalition will
coordinate the work ofthe Task Force. Vice President Orcilia ZUfiiga Forbes will assist the
Task Force. A time-line for completion ofthe projects will be developed by the Task Force.
Regent Brazil moved approval ofthe four proposals. Regent Gallegos seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
ESCORT SERVICES PROGRAM
•
Regent Brazil said that in keeping with the Regents efforts to elevate the issue of campus
safety, Vice President Forbes has developed a separate unit within the police department for
escort services. The department has been funded for six new escort security guards. The pay
rate of student escorts has been increased by $1.00 per hour. Two new vehicles are being
purchased to help with the delay for escort services due to the limited number of cars now
available. These measures should improve the timeliness of escort services. •
*******
PETITION FOR RECOGNITION AAUP/GALLUP
The American Association ofUniversity Professors (AAUP) filed a Petition for Recognition
as the Collective Bargaining Representative of the full-time Gallup faculty, full-time
librarians at the Gallup Branch, full-time academic counselors at the Gallup Branch and any
other academic teaching personnel employed by the Gallup Branch.
Mr. Tom Griego, representing the AAUP and Gallup Branch, spoke in favor of the Petition.
Regent Rembe said that the Academic Affairs Committee opposes collective bargaining for
faculty on any campus at the University of New Mexico. The Committee believes that
introduction of faculty unions will restrict the opportunities for recognition of individual
faculty merit and will harm the reputation and quality of the faculty.
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Provost Coleman expressed concern that the Petition is from a portion ofthe faculty and does
not represent the whole University. She said she also has concerns about faculty
unionization. The Provost added that in her experience, faculty have developed allocated
systems for scarce resources, build consensus in their departments, have total control over
faculty hiring, promotion decisions, and usually have decisions in their departments on how
to use their scarce resources for faculty. Provost Coleman pointed out that faculty can
bargain individually with their Chairs and their Deans, without having someone else bargain
for them. She stated that she opposes the Petition.
University Counsel Nick Estes pointed out that the Petition seeks recognition both for faculty
and for certain other categories of employees who mayor may not be faculty. He said it is
quite clear that faculty are not permitted to bargain under the University's Collective
Bargaining Policy, which has been in force since the 1970's, and the Petition as it is written
would require change in the Policy. Mr. Estes said with respect to those who are not faculty
an interpretation ofthe Policy would be required as to whether they can bargain or not under
the current Policy. He added that is not an interpretation that anybody at the University has
engaged in yet. He said the legal positivn the University has taken with the Attorney
General's Office is that the new Collective Bargaining Act does not require the University,
to abandon its previous policy and that the Board ofRegents is free to continue to follow that
policy because of the provisions of the Act. Mr. Estes added that the Stat~ Gonstitut~bn,
which gives the Regents the power to manage and control the University, clearly gives the
Regents the constitutional power to decide what entities in the University mayor may not
collectively bargain. He said the New Mexico Federation ofTeachers has not filed a petition
for recognition of any kind with the University, but did file with the State Labor Board a
prohibited practice complaint essentially asking the Board to declare that the University had
to follow the State Act rather than its own Policy.
Regent Rembe moved to deny the Petition for Recognition of the American Association of
University Professors, Gallup Branch Chapter, and to authorize the Filing ofan Action for
Declaratory Judgment to Determine the Rights and Obligations of the University with
Respect to the New Mexico Public Employee Bargaining Act. Regent Brazil seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
Regent Rembe moved to adopt the Regents' Resolution Denying the Petition for Recognition
of the American Association of University Professors, Gallup Branch Chapter and
13
Authorizing the Filing of an Action for Declaratory Judgment to Determine the Rights and
Obligations ofthe University with Respect to the New Mexico Public Employee Bargaining
Act with the assurance that the Regents recognize the difference between faculty and non-
faculty. Regent Gallegos seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy ofthe Resolution ofthe Board ofRegents is hereby made a part of these minutes as
Exhibit C.
*******
FACULTY CONTRACTS, RESIGNATIONS, RETIREMENTS AND LEAVES
No action is required and this item is presented for informational purposes only.
A copy ofthe Faculty Contracts, Resignations, Retirements and Leaves is hereby made a part
of these minutes as Exhibit D.
*******
ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT -- UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT RICHARD E. PECK
President Peck said the University held Town Halls in Los Alamos, Santa Fe and Espanola
the previous week. The average attendance for each one was between 35-50. The University
is compiling suggestions and requests for help and will then revisit each city to see how it
can respond to their concerns.
Dr. Paul Roth has agreed to serve as permanent dean of the Medical School. He competed
nationally with strong candidates and was the top candidate.
u.S. News & World Report has ranked the UNM School of Medicine 7th among primary
care Schools of Medicine, 4th in family medicine and 2nd in rural medicine.
The University received a Senate Memorial honoring former dean and medical center
director Leonard Napolitano.
14
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The draft on the revision ofUNM 2000 is expected to be back before the Planning Council
by April 15, and Provost Coleman plans to have a final draft to the Regents by June.
The Collegiate License Plate Bill passed which means people will be able to buy them for
an additional $15 or $18 of which the University gets $12 for its scholarship fund.
The Endowment Bill passed creating a fund for endowed chairs and professorships, but was
not funded this year; that is, it exists as a program and the University has to work next year
for some funding. The principle of the Bill is that monies raised by the University will be
matched by monies from the State.
,
A Post-Tenure Review Bill was passed that! states Regents "are authorized to direct the
President of the University" to implement and design post-tenure review.
The statewide allocation for ADA monies was $2 million and UNM expects to get about
45% of that to address access issues on the campus.
There are a number ofprojects that UNM sorely needed that were vetoed. President Peck
acknowledged Mr. Philip Larragoite, Provost Coleman and Vice Presidents Mc Kinney and
Henney for their hard work during the Legislative Session.
President Peck concluded his report.
*******
Mr. Don Burge said the StaffCouncil will hold a Town Hall on April 6. The major issue will
be the Wyatt reclassification.
*******
Vice President Henney announced that Dean of Pharmacy Bill Hadley has been named
honorary alumnus of the College of Pharmacy at Purdue. She said that Dean of Nursing
Kathleen Bond has just returned from her final visit with her accrediting body and reports
that the College ofNursing in excellent shape.
*******
Regent Rembe moved adjournment. Regent Brazil seconded the motion.
15
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
Meeting adjourned at 2:40 p.m.
*******
APPROVED:
•
ATTEST:
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EXHIBIT A
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•
ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW OF POLICE REPORTS
94-1992 AND 94-n2
Presented To Dr. Richard Peck,
President, University of New Mexico
Submitted By Nick Alarid
March 15, 1995
••
•
On January 27, 1995, an agreement was entered between the Regents of
The University of New Mexico and me, Nick Alarid, to review two University of
New Mexico police reports case numbers #94-1992 (CRIMINAL SEXUAL
PENETRATION) and # 94-772. (RESIDENTIAL BURGLARY). In addition I was
contracted to review the investigative policy within·The University of New Mexico
Police Department to determine if proper policies and procedures were followed.
SCOPE OF WORK:
A.) . To detennine whether The University of New Mexico Police deviated
from standard police policies and practices in handling these investigations,
including timely notification of appropriate University of New Mexico officials and
the District Attorney's Office: .
RESULTS AND ANDINGS:
Investigators involved in the investigation of both cases did not violate any
written policy of the University of New Mexico Police Department since there is
no written policy pertaining to criminal investigations within The University of New
Mexico Police Department. They did violate standard police practices in
investigating both cases. In the case of #94-1992, I found that crucial statements
were not taken from at least three potential witnesses and that suspect
statements were not signed or dated. The investigators' preliminary investigative
notes were missing from the file. I could not find who had the notes and the
investigator advised me that they were with the case file. There was also a lack
of communication between the investigative officer and the victim's assistance
advocate as to who was going to investigate the case. All written statements
taken in this case were given to the victim's advocate and not the investigating
officer. In speaking to the investigator, I was told that he gave the case file to the
victim advocate to finish the investigation. This took place approximately the
fourth week in November, 1994. Documentation shows that the victim's
advocate gave the file to the Lieutenant on November 30, 1994. Both the
Lieutenant and the investigator agreed that the case was given back to the
investigator the week of Christmas Break, 1994. I could find no further
investigations being done on this case until January 1995.
In Case # 94-772, I found that standard police practices were not followed
in the areas of written statements involving the suspects. Their statements were
not dated or signed making it almost impossible for them to be used if this case
were to be litigated. I also found that even though investigators advised me that
it was standard procedure to Dmake deals," I could find no written policy on this
matter and in speaking with command staff of the police department, they
advised me that "making dealsDwas not standard policy. Also, in the
investigation, I found that the investigators were the -go-betweensDwhen the
monetary reimbursement to the victim was made. This is not standard police
practice..
••
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After reviewing approximately one-hundred and eight (108) police
department reports I found no evidence of -deal-making a in any of the reports. Of
the reports I reviewed, all the information was given to the District Attorney's
Office for prosecution, or warrants were issued, or the cases were closed or
inactivated. As to timely notification of appropriate University of New Mexico
officials and the District Attorney's Office, I found that the University of New
Mexico Police Department also notified the Dean of Students. The Dean of
Students was notified of the criminal sexual penetration case but not the burgiary
case. The University of New Mexico Police Department notified the appropriate
head coaches and assistant coaches in both cases. They in turn notified Mr.
Rudy Davalos, Athletic Director within two or three days of the reporting date of
the cases. Mr. Davalos did not notify President Peck thinking that the Police
Department would be notifying President Peck. Notification to President Peck
was not made by the University of New Mexico Police Department, through the
office of the Vice President of Student Affiars. (Case # 94-n2)
A notification policy has now been developed and implemented by the
athletic department as of January 12, 1995. Proper and timely reporting of
incidences regarding student athletes is now standard policy.
As to the notification to the District Attorney's Office of Case # 94-1992, it
was explained to then Assistant District Attorney, Neil Candelaria, but never
presented to the District Attorney's Office for prosecution and is currently being
re investigated by University of New Mexico Police Department
In case # 94-772, the District Attorney's Office was never notified of the
residential burglary until the second week of January, 1995. I spoke to the
supervisor of the pre-prosecution probation unit to review the residential burglary
case that was received in her office to insure that I had all the paperwork involved
in this case. I found that the case forwarded to the District Attorney's Office was
incomplete and I gave what I had to them so the District Attorney's Office could
make their recommendations as to prosecution or probation. This case is still
under review by the District Attorney's Office.
SCOPE OF WORK:
B.) To determine whether these cases were handled differently in any
way because student athletes were involved:
RESULTS AND FINDINGS:
In case # 94-1992, I found that the case was not handled any differently
because the student involved was an athlete. I did find that the case
investigation was severely lacking in standard investigative procedures and
needed further investigation. It was also found that in this case, communication
between officers in The University of New Mexico Police Department as to who
was investigating the case drastically affected the quality of investigation.
••
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In case # 94-772, I found that the student athletes' case was handled
differently. This was shown by the -deal- which was made by the investigators
and the victim. There is some disagreement between the victim and the
investigator as to whose idea it was to make 'the deal.n The victim stated that
nthe investigator suggested the reimbursement. - The investigator stated that nit
was the victim who requested reimbursement- and this statement is supported by
another investigator who was present during the interview. I also found that this
case was also lacking in standard investigative procedures. In my interviews with
twenty-one (21) people involved in both cases, I found that no one within the
University of New Mexico administration, athletic department, or Boosters Club
had anything to do with the -deal makingll for restitution in case # 94-772.
After delays in both cases due to the victim's delay in reporting the rape
and the police failure to notify the Dean of Students, regarding the burglary,
notifications were made to the administration and proper University of New
Mexico internal procedures were followed involving student discipline. In
speaking with command staff of The University of New Mexico Police Department
there is no formal or informal policy regarding ·special treatment - of student
athletes. It is not the policy of The University of New Mexico Police Department
to do so. Any special handling involving case # 94-772 appears to have been
done by the individual or individuals investigating the case.
In reviewing approximately one-hundred and eight (108) police reports
and interviewing University of New Mexico police personnel, I found no evidence
'involving felony or misdemeanor cases where restitution was offered.
NOTE: None 'of the suspects were allowed to be interviewed on advice of
counsel. Attorneys representing the suspects stated that after all criminal
proceedings were completed the suspects would be available for interviews.
SCOPE OF WORK:
C.) To determine whether there are any other incidents involving student
athletes reported to The University of New Mexico Police Department and, if so,
whether they were handled appropriately:
RESULTS AND FINDINGS:
In reviewing reports, I did not find any names of student athletes that I
recognized. In speaking with members of the Police Department, they could not
give me any other names of student athletes except the three which were
previously given to me. Therefore, I could not say whether all the cases
reviewed were handled properly. I was given three reports by University of New
Mexico Police Department command staff. One involved receiving stolen
property (case #93-1641). This case went to Metropolitan Court on June 4,
••
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1994, and the suspect was found guilty and charged court costs and put on six
months probation. On January 14, 1995, the case was dismissed and the
student was taken off probation.
The second report, no case # available, involved harassment and threats
to -a female student and her friends. I feel that a police report should have been
written on this case. Due once again to a communication problem between an
investigator and the victim's assistance advocate, no report was made because
they believed ·the other" was going to initiate the report.
A third report was found, case # 93-1760, involving a student athlete. The
offense was ·student pranks· and it was handled appropriately.
SCOPE OF WORK:
D.) To determine whether The University of New Mexico Police
Department should adopt new or modified policies or procedures for handling
allegations of crimes involving students, including student athletes:
RESULTS AND FINDINGS:
It is my opinion that The University of New Mexico Police Department
should adopt policies and procedures involving crimes, both felony and
misdemeanor, for all students, staff and faculty. In the area of criminal felony
investigations I found that there are no written guidelines on the proper way of
investigating, case tracking, case prioritization, quality control, evidence
procedures, records-keeping, personnel training, officer responsibility,
investigative responsibility, supervisory responsibility, victim's assistance
advocate, and notification of critical incidents occurring within the jurisdic;tion of
The University of New Mexico Police Department.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.) Case Tracking: Presently, the case tracking system in the police
department is time consuming and hard to follow. All reports are being assigned
to individual detectives with minimal follow-up. A case tracking system should be
implemented in every assigned case with at least three sequential review due
dates to insure proper case follow-up and presentation and review. A written
policy should be implemented.
2.) Case Priority: Presently, a vast majority of cases are being assigned
for investigatory follow-up, even those cases with no investigatory leads. This
causes the detectives to generate extra paper work and to close out a case that
should never have been assigned. A numerical case priority system should be
••
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implemented so that investigators could receive assigned cases which would, in
turn, be investigated. There are numerous case priority tracking systems
available in the police field. By only investigating those cases which meet the
minimum priority, savings would be made in the areas of staff time, investigatory
effort and department finances within The University of New Mexico Police
Department. A written policy should be implemented.
3.) Quality Control: Without case tracking and case prioritization there
can be no quality control. As shown in these two cases, the lack of quality
control caused both investigations to be lacking in completeness and quality.
This also came to light when I reviewed case (# 94-n2) at the District Attorney's
Office and found that they were not sent a complete copy of the case. A written
policy should be implemented.
4.) Evidence Procedures: It is evident that evidence procedures were
not followed in these two cases. In case # 94-1192, a rape kit should have been
taken even though several weeks elapsed between the rape and the report to
police personnel. In case # 94-n2, the money should have been tagged into
evidence with receipts showing how the amount of money appeared, where it
was kept and to whom it was given. To this date there is still one-hundred dollars
($100.00) belonging to the victim in the desk of the Chief of Police. He does not
know who brought in the money-but he knows it belongs to the victim of the
burglary.
A police department should never be a conduit through which money is
received and distributed in order to complete a restitution. This should be done
by either student services or University of New Mexico legal counsel. It should
not be done by the police department. A written policy should be implemented.
5.) Records~Keeping: Presently, all reports written by University of New
Mexico Police Department are being kept in filing cabinets in the police station,
with a records clerk in charge. There is no restriction as to who can enter and
remove original reports from the filing cabinet. In reviewing reports, I found that
copies of reports were in case files with no original reports to back them. The
lack of security for the records caused this incident in case # 94-772 to appear
that a cover-up was in process. The problem was that the investigating officer
removed the original report from the file and did not let anyone know that he had
it in his desk. When a request for information came into the police department
regarding this incident, no file could be found. The media was then incorrectly
advised by the University of New Mexico Police Department that Athey had no
information about the incident in question. II
Records should be kept confidential and secure. A process for restricted
access to only one or two designated'staff should be implemented Once a report
is in Records it should never be removed and given to an investigator or officer.
A copy should be made and given to them. If an original report is to leave
records, a card should be placed in the file indicating time; date and to whom the
report was released. A written policy should be implemented.
••
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6.) Personnel Training: In speaking with members of The University of
New Mexico Police Department, I found that other than basic police training
completed at The New Mexico Training Academy, there was little or no training
after graduation. It appeared that training within The University of New Mexico
Police Department takes place ·on-the-job.U Those officers who were conducting
the training had little training themselves. Some officers received specialized
training in their field of expertise. It was apparent that even the supervisors had
little or no training on how to supervise case investigations.
It is my recommendation that all supervisors receive and complete a
minimum of forty hours supervisory training at The New Mexico Training
Academy.
If the University of New Mexico is going to hold supervisors responsible for
their actions and the actions of their subordinates they must receive the
knowledge and the training to succeed. The University of New Mexico Police
Department should utilize the training being offered at The New Mexico Training
Academy and The Albuquerque Police Department Training Academy.
The University of New Mexico Police Department must develop,
implement and evaluate their departmental policies for the entire University of
New Mexico Police Department staff. Training must be appropriate and on-
going. Positional job descriptions should be reevaluated for each position within
the University Police Department, both sworn and civilian. With these
enactments, the department can tailor their specific training needs to reflect the
mission of the University of New Mexico Police Department. A written policy
should be implemented.
7.) Officer Responsibility: Presently, there is no policy outlining the
responsibility of a University of New Mexico Police officer in the area of criminal
investigations. A written policy should be implemented that outlines this
responsibility so that there are clear expectations as to the job an officer is
required to perform. Copies of officer responsibility policy can be obtained from
any major police organization in the state.
8.) Investigative Responsibility:· Presently, there is no policy outlining
the responsibility of a University of New Mexico Police investigator in the area of
criminal investigations. A written policy should be implemented that outlines this
responsibility so that there are clear expectations as to the job an investigator is
required to perform. Copies of investigator responsibility policy can be obtained
from any major police organization in the state.
9.) Supervisory Responsibility: Presently, there is no policy outlining
theresponsibility of a University of New Mexico Police supervisor in the area of
criminal investigations. A written policy should be implemented that outlines this
responsibility so that there are clear expectations as to the job a supervisor is
required to perform. Copies of supervisor responsibility policy can be obtained
from any major police organization in the state.
••
10.) Victim's Assistance Advocate: In both cases I reviewed, where the
victim's advocate was involved, major communication problems occurred
between the investigating officer and the advocate as to who had the
responsibility to investigate cases and submit written reports. This
miscommunication was a major problem in case # 94-1992 between the victim's
advocate and the detective assigned to the case. I found no written policy that
outlines the victim's advocate's duties and responsibilities. This position is
currently being held by a sworn police officer.
A victim may discuss with the victim's advocate, a situation that may put
the advocate, when he or she is a police officer, in a position of violating the
confidentiality of the victim. This confidentiality may conflict with the
performance and duties of a police officer. A written policy should be
implemented.
It is my opinion that this position should be converted to a civilian position
due to a possible conflict of interest between the needs of the victim and the role
of the police department in the area of confidentiality.
11.) Notification of critical incidences occurring within the
jurisdiction of The University of New Mexico Police
Department:
Since January 12, 1995, and because of the situation involving cases #'s
94-1992, and 94-772, the University of New Mexico Police Department and The
University of New Mexico have adopted policies to insure the proper notification
to the President of The University and other University officials in a timely
manner. These policies should be disseminated to The University of New Mexico
Police Department and placed in their Standard Operating Procedures. One
problem with this procedure involves student athletes. Since most police officers
do not know the names of all the student athletes who attend the University of
New Mexico, timely notification, to the appropriate coaching staffs may not be
possible.
In order to protect the University from undue negative publicity, such as
that which occurred in January of 1995, it is my recommendation that a list of all
student athletes and their coaching staffs be placed in a confidential file at the
University Police Department available only to authorized personnel.
To achieve a timely notification process when a student athlete is involved
in an incident, the following procedure is suggested: an officer would take a
report and check the confidential file to see if the student involved is an athlete. If
so, the officer would notify their supervisor who in turn would notify the head
coach who would notify the athletic director who would advise the President of
the University.
••
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SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPART"ENr
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST
ORIGINAL OR
UN" PROPERTY "DDEL SERIAL ACQUISITION ACQU ISITI ON CO"MENTS/REASONS FOR
IlEIl TAG ITEIl DESCRIPTION/NA"E IlAKE/"FG. NU"BER NU"BER DATE COST DECLARING AS SURPLUS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 1B9039 FREEZER RAETONE AF145 BJ5170RB 1991 $1,150.00 BROKEN/BEYOND REPAIRS
2 183540 COMPUTER ZENI TH ZDH-1217-DE 817CD0284 19BB $2,419.00 BROKEN/HARD DRIVE CRASHED
3 135269 TYPEIIRITER 18" N/A 4702989 1979 $745.00 OBSOLETE
4 112566 CPU CO/lPUTER ZENITH N/A 547DC0051 1986 $2,295.00 BROKEN/HARD DRIVE CRASHED
5 163298 PRINTER IBM N/A 0846305 1983 $595.00 OBSOLETE/REPAIRS REQUIRED
6 173075 PRINTER HP N/A Z5J1JOI012 19B6 $2,010.00 OBSOLETE/REPAIRS REQUIRED
7 167782 TERMINAL DIGITAL VT240-C AB44100KL7 19B5 $2,195.00 OBSOLETE/REPAIRS REQUIRED
B 167783 TERlllNAl DI6ITAL VT240-C AB44100111 1985 $2,195.00 OBSOLETE/REPAIRS REQUIRED
9 167784 TERIlINAL DIGITAL VT240-C AB44100m 1985 $2,195.00 OBSOLETE/REPAIRS REQUIRED
10 1677BO PRINTER D1GIrAL LH50-RA TC270!JA 19B5 $695.00 OBSOLETE/REPAIRS REQUIRED
11 194900 CPU COMPUTER IBII 8530T31 23AFHC2 1992 $1,649.00 OBSOLETE/INOPERABLE
12 196115 CPU COIlPUTER IBII 8530131 23AFZNH 1992 $1 ,649.00 OBSOLETE/INOPERABLE
13 196317 CPU COMPUTER IBII 8530T31 2JAGLIIZ 1992 $1,649.00 OBSOLETE/INOPERABLE
14 19611B CPU CO"PUTER IBII 8530T31 23AGlID 1992 $1,649.00 OBSOLETE/INOPERABLE
15 170769 PRINTER EPSON PI0FB 114661 19B5 $541.00 OBSOLETE/INOPERABLE
16 117164 PUMP INFUSION CORIlED N/A 937 1977 $63B. J4 OBSOLETE
17 161964 PRINTER EPSON FUOO 324964 19B4 $6B7.00 NO LONGER FUNCTIONAL
IB J66979 TERMINAL DIGITAL VT240 AB4240139B 19B5 $2,BIB.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
19 171641 COMPUTER 6RAPHICS DIGITAL VT240 AB449002E5 19B5 $2,265.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
20 1B2466 TERIlINAL 6RAPHON 60230 01B751 19BB $3,00B.00 08S0LETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
21 182467 TERMINAL 6RAPHON 60230 018668 198B $3,OOB.00 08S0LETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
22 177645 CPU COMPUTER 6RAPHON 60230 0140U 1987 $995.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
23 171646 CPU CD"PUTER 6RAPHON 60230 013943 19B7 $995.00 OBSOLETE/8EYOND REPAIRS
24 176m TERIlINAL 6RAPHON 60230 012390 19B7 $1,250.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
25 176171 TER"INAl 6RAPHON 60230 0123B8 19B7 $1,250.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
26 176178 TER"INAL 6RAPHON 60230 012387 19B7 $1,250.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
27 J82620 MONITOR 6RAPHON 60230 13941 19B7 $795.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
2B JB2380 TERIlINAL 6RAPHON 60230 01B669 1988 $3,00B.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
29 171640 CPU COIlPUTER 6RAPHON 60230 014001 19B7 $995.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
30 171642 CPU COIlPUTER 6RAPHON 60230 013950 1987 $995.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
31 176171 TERIlINAL 6RAPHON 60230 012389 1987 $1,250.00 08S0LETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
32 177644 CPU CDMPUTER 6RAPHON 60230 013978 1987 $995.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
33 180594 TERIlINAL 6RAPHON 60230 016856 1987 $1,45B.00 OBSOLETE/BEYOND REPAIRS
----------------
SUBTOTAL: $49,BJ3.34
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34 177647 CPU COIlPUTER GRAPHON 60230 013940 19B7 $795.00 OBsOlET EI BROKEN
35 167790 LINE PRINTER EPsON PI0FA 510919 1985 $541.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
36 204970 CPU COIlPUTER HP 3000311E 2529A019B6 19B6 $4,250.00 08S0LETE/BROkEN
37 164205 COIlPUTER IBIl N/A 699405 1984 $2,633.00 OBSOLETE /BROKEN
39 164206 "ONITOR IBIl H/A 109361 1983 $540.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
39 164201 COIlPUTER IBIl H/A 664442 1984 $2,900.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
40 164229 "ON ITOR IBIl H/A 109191 1993 $540.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
41 175211 [O"PUTER ZENITH H/A 634CF0381 1987 $1,013.00 OBSOLETE/DOESN'T WORK
42 168552 PRINTER mOH H/A 053635 1985 $1,117.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER WORKING
43 190129 CPU [OIlPUTER ZENITH lllF28625 09NB0601N08 1990 $1,663.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER WORKING
44 190131 CPU COIlPUTER ZEN ITH ZIlF28625 009NCI014BNO 1990 $1,663.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER WORkiNG
45 190m CPU CO/1PUTER ZEN ITH ZllF28625 936CD008396 1990 $1,663.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER WORkiNG
46 190133 CPU [OIlPUTER lENIIH lllF28625 936[DOO~ 396 1990 $1,663.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER WORKING
41 149108 PRINTER IBII 3281 A9732 1982 $6,321.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER WORkiNG
4B 158141 TERIlINAL TVI 390l 62070831 1983 $715.00 OBSOLETE/NO LON6ER WORKING
49 134m PRINTER TRS H/A 002627 19B1 $4,344.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER WORKING
50 173658 COIlPUTER ZENITH 158-43 610DH0828 1986 $2,238.00 08S0LETE/NO LONGER WORKING
51 149673 . SPECTROPHOTOIlETER VIIR SCIENTIFIC 295 31414 1982 $631.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER WORKING
52 164m PRINTER O.r.IDATA 012024 52326 1963 $600.00 OBSO~ETE/NO LONGER WORKl~G
53 190507 "ONITOR SAIISUNG /124575 00101970 1990 $895.00 BEYO~D ECG~ REPAIRS
54 190509 "ONITOR SAilSUNG IH475 00101741 l'1'i0 $895.00 BE~O~D ECON REPAIRS
55 183017 DO(UIlENTER SYSTEM XEROX DOC400 530032643 1957 $13,005.00 B~YOND ECON REPAIRS
56 174245 STER IUlER VERI~ ITRON H/A 86937 1967 51,766,00 OBSOLETE/SRGIEN
51 128616 RADIO BASE STATION GE Nill 15155('01 1976 53,951. 45 BEYOND E[O~ REPAIRS
58 113310 m:-:PJTER lEInTH ZF15B-42 538000661 1986 $1,396.00 08S0LETE/NOT 1I0RKING
59 14 7b27 TERr.II;AL TEKTRO/ill 4612 BOI0334 n52 $4,438.00 OBSOLETE/NOI 1I0RKING
60 146169 TER/1INAL TELEV10EO 912C 2101801 1982 $725.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
61 146166 lERMINAL THEVIOEO 912C 21067225 1982 $725.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
62 186095 COMPUTER IB" 50 7210691 1989 $2,799.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
63 161144 TER/1IHAL TELEVIDEO 912C 62083693 1983 $115.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
64 B8049 SWITCH GRASON-sTADLER 829E "829E 1m $840.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
65 105m CARAIIATE BRS/LVE H/A /lSCPlll-10 1976 $902.60 OBSOLETE/NOT WORllNG
66 68164 OSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONIX M/A 504 1969 $568.91 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
--------------------
SUBTOTAL: 169,353.96
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b7 148526 PRINTER DIABLO 1650 207391 1982 $2,685.00 08S0LETE/NOT MORKING
68 162777 TERnINAl TI 940 0564021692 1984 $1,616.00 BEYOND ECON REPAIRS
69 175918 liON ITOR PRINCETON HI-l2E TY22351 1986 55BB.00 NO LONGER MORKING
70 43507 TACHIOTOSCOPE ICI-PHOTO 600F n-800F 1967 $96B.04 OBSOLETE
71 42667 P10NITOR GERBRAUDS DCn N501 1966 $679.00 OBSOLETE/NOT MoRKING
72 169790 COnpUTER ZENITH ZF151-52 507DE011'/C 19B5 51,606.00 OBSOLETE/NOT MORKING
73 164297 PRINTER JEROI 1650 198741 1983 ·5700.00 ObSOLETE/NOT WORKING
74 179370 COnpUTER TElEi 1260 006665 1987 51,966.00 OBSOLETE/NOT MORKING
n 135083 COI1PUTER m: 1072 79201 1979 $3,741.00 OBSOLETE/NOT MORKING
76 161177 PRINTER DIABLO 630 115340 1983 $2,529.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
77 91881 LIGHT nETER PHOTO RES 1505-UB 2549 1974 $2,131.50 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
78 161404 TERmAL DIGITAL YTlOO TA55499 1985 $1,000.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
79 157585 PRINTER TI 800 0481559330 1984 51,375.00 OBSOLETE/NOT MORKING
80 108854 TERnlNAl DATA N/A 20022 1976 $2,860.00 08S0LETE/NOT WORKING
81 14B528 PRINTER DIABLO 1650 207573 1982 52,685.00 08S0LETE/NOT WORKING
82 175821 conpUTER APPLE N/A F6255VOnoo 1986 $1,650.00 08S0LETE/NDT WORKING
83 136812 PRINTER HP N/A 9871A 1979 $3,648.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
B4 78434 . conPAR ITOR POlYI1ETRIC N/A V-0659 1971 $994.00 08S0LETE/NOT WORKING
8~ 1320B4 TInE nARk PANASONIC WJ-800 713610 1979 $595.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
86 140194 TERnlNAl LSI ADIUA 84442 1980 $850.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
87 814b5 T-SCOPE SP 320-G8 615 1973 $2,918.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
88 182502 PRINTER EPSON FI-286E OB050990 1988 $519.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
89 188060 I1llfurOR 18n 30 2301003299 1990 $2,299.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
90 145572 PLOTTER TEKTRONIX 4662 8031169 1982 $3,461.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
91 190134 CPU conpUTER ZENITH Z"F-28625 936CD008450 1990 $1,663.00 08S0LETE/NOT WORKING
92 160576 CPU conpUTER IBn mO-014 0151225 1983 $3,070.00 OBSOLETE/NOT MoRKING
93 16b651 PRINTER EUON A006011 A859638 1985 $4,560.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
94 175835 COIIPUTER ZENITH N/A 623DH0394 1987 $1,108.00 08S0LETE/NOT WORKING
9~ 171656 CPU COnpUTER I8l1 N/A IB55736515 1986 $2,050.00 08SoLETE/NOT WORKING
96 186777 CPU conpUTER ZENITH ZDF-237 908CF003m 1989 $1,864.00 08S0LETE/NOT WORKING
97 160567 CPU COIIPUTER 1811 5150-014 0151225 1983 $3,070.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
98 164201 CPU CO"PUTER 18n fi/A 662597 1984 $2,800.00 08S0lETE/NOT WORkiNG
99 181667 CPU COrtPUTER TElEI 1260 007139 1988 51,767.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
--------------------
SUBTOTAL: $66,015.54
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100 165112 110NIIOR IBII N/A 109m 19B3 $540.00 OBSOLETE/NOT NORKING
101 IB04B4 CPU COIIPUTER ZENITH ZVI1-1330 1630999 19B7 $2,329.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
102 146676 OVERHEAD PROJECTOR 3" N/A 473617 1982 $557.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORkiNG
103 146251 BURSTER FOR" SW INGLINE 6350 1867 1961 $1,159.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORkiNG
--------------------
SUBTOTAL= $4,585.00
GRAND 101Al.= $1B9,787.84
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RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DENYING THE PETITION FOR RECOGNITION OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS, GALLUP BRANCH CHAPTER AND AUTHORIZING THE
FILING OF AN ACTION FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT TO DETERMINE TH_E--
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY WITH RESPECT TO THE NEW
MEXICO PUBLIC EMPLOYEE BARGAINING ACT
Be it resolved by the Regents of the University of New Mexico:
WHEREAS, the Regents of the University of New Mexico have enacted
a Policy on Labor-Management Relations, governing employee-
Management relations between and among the University, its
employees and labor organizations seeking to represent its
employees; and
WHEREAS, the Public Employee Bargaining Act provides that the
University of New Mexico is a pUblic employer that may continue to
operate under its Policy on Labor-Management Relations rather than
under the provisions of the Public Employee Bargaining Act; and
WHEREAS, the American Association of University Professors, Gallup
Branch Chapter has filed a Petition for Recognition with the
University of New Mexico Labor Relations Department; and
WHEREAS, the Petition for Recognition requests the University of
New Mexico to recognize the American Association of University
Professors, Gallup Branch Chapter as the exclusive bargaining
representative for certain employees at the University of New
Mexico Gallup Branch, inclUding full-time teaching faculty, full-
time librarians, full-time academic counselors and any other
academic teaching personnel employed by the University of New
Mexico Gallup Branch; and
WHEREAS, the University of New Mexico Policy on Labor-Management
Relations provides, in its relevant part, that "faculty ... shall
not be represented by any labor organization for the purposes of
collective bargaining with the University on wages, hours or other
working conditions;" and
WHEREAS, on March 10, 1995, the New Mexico Federation of Teachers
filed with the state Public Employee Labor Relations Board a
Prohibited Practices Complaint, alleging that the University's
Policy on Labor-Management Relations violates the Public Employee
Bargaining Act; and
WHEREAS, the Prohibited Practices Complaint requests that the state
Public Employee Relations Board enter an order instructing the
University of New Mexico to adhere to the policies and procedures
for collective bargaining contained in the Public Employee
Bargaining Act rather than the University's Policy on Labor-
•..-
.-
Management Relations; and
WHEREAS, entry of such an order by the Public Employee Relations
Board is not authorized by the Public Employee Bargaining Act; and
WHEREAS, the Regents of the University of New Mexico, as governing
body of the University of New Mexico desire to continue operating
under the provisions of the pOlicy on Labor-Management Relations
and to clarify the legal status of the Policy on Labor-Management
Relations,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED;
That the Regents of the University of New Mexico do hereby decline
to accept the Petition for Recognition filed by the American
Association of University Professors, Gallup Branch Chapter,
because it seeks recognition for faculty, who are not eligible to
organize and bargain collectively under the Policy on Labor-
Management Relations; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
That the Regents of the University of New Mexico do hereby declare
that they will consider a Petition for Recognition if an
appropriate showing of interest is made by non-faculty employees of
the University of New Mexico, Gallup Branch.
• BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
That the Regents of the University of New Mexico do hereby
authorize the Office of University Counsel to file an action for
Declaratory Judgment in the Second Judicial District Court,
requesting the Court to declare the rights and obligations of the
University of New Mexico with respect to the Petition for
Recognition as Collective Bargaining Unit filed by the American
Association of University Professors, Gallup Branch Chapter; and
the Prohibited Practices Complaint filed by the New Mexico
Federation of Teachers.
Adopted by a vote of ~ in favor,
of March, 1995.
CJ opposed, this 2& i.day
• 2
President, Board
••
•
EXHIBITD
Faculty Contracts Office
•
Scholes Hall 222
The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
March 23, 1995
CONTRACfS, RESIGNAnONS, RETIREMENTS AND LEAYES
I. Contracts
New Faculty. Administrative Staff & Coaches 1994-95
Appt Contract
St. Date Name Title & Dept Code*FfE Mos ~
01/02/95 Dexter, James D Lecturer in N 100 6 19,760
Orthopaedics (12 39,520)
10/01/94 Dickinson, Walter E Professor of Surgery C 100 9 15,432
(12 121,197)
10/01/94 Farnath, Denise A Asst Proiessor of C 100 9 58,251
Surgery (12 77,6(8)
• 12/'ll3/95 Gell-Mann, Murray Visiting Professor* of V 100 3 50,000Physics & Astronomy (9 100,000)
*Holder of the PNM Foundation Chair during Semester II of 1994-95.
01/10/95 Gindilis, Andrei L Res Asst Professor of V 100 11.72 21,500
Chem & Nu Engr (12 22,(00)
12/1PJ/94 Greer, Nickolas L VIS Lecturer in V 100 4.5 11,225
Business Technology, (9 22,450)
Gallup Branch
01/02/95
12/'ll3/94
Gurney, Burke
Hirst, Melinda L
Lecturer II in
Orthopaedics
VIS Lecturer in Fme
Arts, Gallup Branch
N
V
100
100
6
(12
4.5
(9
20,500
41,(00)
12,089
24,178)
•
*The codes used in this column are: 1 to 6 =Term appointment with specific year
designated; V =Visiting or Temporary; P =Probationary; T =Tenured; C =Clinician
Educator; N = Non-probationary.
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• 01/25/95 Jackson, ComeU Assistant Football CoachAthletics Staff 100 11.22(12 41,12043,950)
01/16/95 Leidich, Raymond B Assoc Professor of P 100 5.54 46,212
Surgery (12 100,(00)
Education: BS (1974) Pennsylvania State University; MD (1978) Jefferson Medical CoUege; Surgical Internship
(1978-79) Pennsylvania Hospital; Surgical Residency (1979-80) University of Virginia; Urology Residency (1980-82)
University of Pennsylvania; Chief Residency (1982-83) Naval Regional Medical Center. Publications: author or
co-author of 18 articles in professional journals.
03/01/95 Massmann, Ann M Asst Professor of 1 100
Librarianship
Education: BA (1986) The Colorado College; MLS (1990) University of Texas.
02/01/95 Lewis, Ervin W Asst Professor of
Psychiatry
C VAMC:100 5
(12
4
(12
49,511
118,826)
12,833
38,5(0)
01/01/95 MoUe, Robert Visiting Lecturer II
in Nursing
V 100 6
(12
22,500
45,(00)
01/17/95 Murray, Heather M Lecturer III in N 100 5.50 21,083
•
Orthopaedics (12 46,(00)
12/'21lJ/94 Onsgard, Eldin B Instructor in Health 1 100 4.5 12,386
Promotion, Physical Ed, (9 24,771)
and Leisure, Gallup
Branch
Education: BS (1975) University of Wyoming; MA (1977) California State University.
02/01/95 Prasad, Arti Asst Professor of C 100 5 41,667
Medicine (12 100,(00)
01/10/95 Reding, Robert Michael Lecturer in Health N 100 5.72 15,567
Careers, Gallup Branch (12 32,617)
01/'23/95 Renteria, Ray L Vis Lecturer in V 100 16wks 8,767
Cosmetology, Gallup (9 21,369)
Branch
•
*The codes used in this column are: 1 to 6= Term appointment with specific year
designated; V= VISiting or Temporary; P = Probationary; T =Tenured; C =Clinician
Educator; N=Non-probationary. -2-
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• 02/01/95 Seielstad, Andrea M Visiting Lecturer III V 100 14wks 18,873of Law SAC: 3,000(9 42,400)
02/01/95 Simmons, Nancy L Visiting Lecturer III V 100 14wks 18,873
of Law SAC: 3,000
(9 42,400)
02/01/95 Snyder, Julie Asst Professor of C 100 5 41,667
Medicine (U 100,(00)
•
12/28/94
12/28/94
01/01/95
12/28/95
Spivack, Kathleen
Pearson, Katherine C
Shiffler, Donald A
Southwick, Marcia
VISiting Lecturer II in
English
Vis Assoc Professor
of Law
Res Ac;st Professor
ofEECE
VIS Lecturer n
in English
V
V
V
V
100
080
(100
100
100
4.5 16,500
(9 33,(00)
45 26,655
9 66,638)
6 33,314
(U 66,627)
45 22,000
(9 44,000)
02/06/95 Upson, Dona J Asst Professor of 1 VAMC:100 4.85 40,322
Medicine (U 99,766)
Education: AB (1979) Smith College; MS (1981) State University of New York; MD (1983) Medical College of
WISconsin; Resident (1983-86) Jefferson Medical College; Fellow (1986-89) University ofTexas. Assistant Clinical
Professor (1990-1995) University of Hawaii.
01/16/95 Warm, Theodore T Instructor in
Anesthesiology
C 100 5.54
(U
48,580
105,122)
•
03/01/95 Weiss, Paul J Asst Professor of 1 100 4 14,333
Librarianship (U 43,000)
Education: BA (1984) Cornell University; MUS (1985) University of California Publications: author or co-author
of 6 articles in professional journals.
·The codes used in this column are: 1 to 6=Tenn appointment with specific year
designated; V=Visiting or Temporary; P=Probationary; T=Tenured; C=Clinician
Educator; N = Non-probationary. -3-
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• II. Retirements
Name Title & Dept Effective Date
Baca, Mary Louise Program Director 04/01/95
Central Cities SCT-MHC
Brigance, Barbara J Financial Aide Specialist 03/01/95
Student Fmancial Aide
Cox, Sada 0 Fmancial Aide Specialist 03/01/95
Student Fmancial Aide
Garcia, Edward A Custodian 05/01/95
PPD- North
Irwin, Jack Instrumentation Tech IV 06/01/95
Physics and Astronomy
Jackson, Jack Assoc Professor of 11/15/94
Pathology
Jones, Nelson L Analyst Programmer II 03/01/95
•
CIRT - ACS
Koffler, Herbert Professor of Pediatrics; 02/'li3/95
Professor of Ob/Gyn
Lind, Robert H Senior Accountant 04/01/95
Carrie Tingley Hospital
Magnussen, Max G Professor of Psychiatry; 04/01/95
Professor of Psychology
Minnick, Lydia C Clerical Specialist IV 03/01/95
Carrie Tingley
Parks, Dorothy T Administrative Assistant 05/01/95
Temporary Services
Sanchez, Del M Photo Technician 06/01/95
Div of Media Tech Services
Tokuda, Sei Chair of Microbiology; 02/01/95
Professor of Microbiology
Wardlaw, Barbara Library Information Spec II 04/01/95
Medical Center Library
• -4-
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• III. Resignations
Collins, John P
Saddler, Mark C
Bruno, Askiel
Pathak, Dorothy
Assoc Professor of 03/17/95
Neurology
Res Asst Professor of 02/24/95
Chemical & Nuclear Engr
Asst Professor of 03/31/95
Surgery
Assoc Professor of 01/18/95
Family & Comm Medicine
Asst Professor of 02/01/95
Medicine
Lecturer in Cosmetology, 01/18/95
Gallup Branch
Asst Professor of 01/31/95
Radiology
Title & Dept
LeavesIV.
Spar, Jon Arthur
Nachbar, James M
Smith, Mary L
•
A. Leave Without Pay
Park, Su-Moon Professor of Chemistry 1995-96
Semester I
B. Sabbatical Leaves
Suina, Joseph Assoc Professor of
CIMTE
1994-95
Semester n
1995-96
Semester I
2/3 pay
2/3 pay
• -5-
